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Henry Lee's Crime Scene Handbook outlines proven methods to help you collect and process

physical evidence correctly, analyze it thoroughly, and understand its relevance to the case

involved. It evaluates the newest chemical and instrumental techniques, and covers new areas such

as forensic analysis of computers and advanced shooting scene reconstruction methods. This

"must-have" guide is enhanced with dozens of color photographs, logic trees, check lists,

worksheets, case studies, lists of suppliers, and more.  Henry Lee has consulted on thousands of

criminal cases around the world and is highly sought after to help solve difficult cases. Now he and

his co-authors share more than 50 years of combined experience in this systematic approach to

crime scene processing. It provides the information you need for initial training, to take with you in

the field, and to refer to again and again during the course of each investigation. KEY FEATURES:*

Presents a unique, systematic approach to crime scene processing * Covers in detail how to

manage a crime scene, collect information, search for, collect, and preserve physical evidence,

conduct field tests, and reconstruct a sequence of events * Describes how to use the latest

chemical and instrumental techniques for each kind of crime scene * Outlines common problems

and provides clear recommendations for overcoming them * Includes logic trees, checklists, and

worksheets that help investigators evaluate the evidence in specific types of crimes * Presents a

unique, systematic approach to crime scene processing* Covers in detail how to manage a crime

scene, collect information, search for, collect, and preserve physical evidence, conduct field tests,

and reconstruct a sequence of events* Describes how to use the latest chemical and instrumental

techniques for each kind of crime scene* Outlines common problems and provides clear

recommendations for overcoming them* Includes logic trees, checklists, and worksheets that help

investigators evaluate the evidence in specific types of crimes
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...presents a unique systematic and logical approach to crime scene processing. - Law Enforcement

Technologyâ€¦one of the most well-compiled, easy to read and understand, thorough and beautifully

written books that can go a long way in making one a better crime scene investigator. - Internet

Journal of Forensic Medicine

Announcing the most detailed, authoritative "how-to" book for conducting crime scene

investigations!

I love the book! I used to read it in library and I want one hardcopy for my own collection. But the

book  sent me was a digital print copy, all images and figures are blurry. I have to asked a refund on

it. Customer service is great, book is great, but ...here is a comparison between a library copy and

the copy I received.

Very through discussion of the matter. Well written and easy to read.

excellent book

Excellent crime scene handbook. Very complete. Every investigator must need one for reference for

study and guidance. Received as requested.

Book arrived intact and signed by Dr. Lee.

Good reading for a beginner but not great as a textbook

Good condition !!

I thought this book would take forever to get here. Shipped the day after I ordered it and got here

within the week. Excellent service, would recommending buying from this person.
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